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NATURAL SOLAR AND STOCKLAND SHINE A LIGHT ON RESIDENTIAL 

SUSTAINABILITY WITH CUTTING EDGE SOLAR AND BATTERY OFFER 

Natural Solar, Australia’s largest and leading installer of solar batteries, and Stockland, the largest 
residential developer in Australia, have teamed up to offer almost 40,000 households across 30 
Stockland communities the opportunity to reduce energy consumption and power bills with 
discounted solar power and battery solutions. 

Together, they are harnessing Stockland’s scale to help residents across communities in Victoria, 
New South Wales, Canberra, Queensland and Western Australia live more sustainably and 
economically with the largest exclusive offer of its kind.  The solutions are enhanced through retail 
electricity offerings, such as the Tesla Energy Plan, which can significantly improve the return on 
investment for homeowners. 

“This initiative is set to be a game changer for household energy management, and Natural Solar is 
delighted to team up with Stockland, which has a well-established reputation as a global 
sustainability leader within the real estate sector which closely aligns with our core values and 
vision,” said Chris Williams, CEO of Natural Solar.  

“Not only are we the leading battery installer in Australia, our company has a proud history with 
Tesla, having installed one of the world’s first Tesla Powerwalls back in 2016. We are delighted to 
include the expanded Tesla Energy Plan, which is already Australia’s largest Virtual Power Plant, as 
a part of this Stockland solar and battery offer.  

“This offering can accelerate customers’ return on investment through ongoing grid credits, while 
also providing a 15 year industry leading Powerwall product warranty for Tesla Energy Plan 
customers and a 10 year warranty for all Powerwall owners. We’re excited that Stockland is 
advocating the benefits of solar and batteries to its residents so that they can contribute to and use 
electricity in a more dynamic and intelligent way,” said Mr Williams.  

For eligible households opting into the Tesla Energy Plan, this includes utilising time of use tariffs to 
optimise home electricity consumption, avoiding peak tariffs by charging their battery from the sun 
or during off peaks times automatically via world leading software.  

“The rollout of this solar and battery offer could mark a major shift and acceleration in the uptake of 
smart home solar and battery solutions and a change in homeowner’s relationship with how and 
when they use electricity,” added Mr Williams. 

A package of solar panels could save households as much as $800-$1,500 a year depending on the 
consumption patterns and circumstances. With discounts of up to 45 per cent, residents have 
access to five options, comprising a mix of solar panel and battery solutions, to choose from 
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depending on their preferences. A solar and Powerwall package participating in Tesla Energy Plan 
could save anywhere between $1,600-$2,583 per year.[1] 

“As a creator of masterplanned communities, Stockland is in a unique position to not only 
incorporate sustainability features into our communities, but also develop opportunities, like this 
innovative offer from Natural Solar, for our customers to take up in their own homes,” said Amy 
Hogan, Head of Sustainability, Stockland.  

“Residential buildings contribute around 57 per cent of the built form’s greenhouse gas emissions, 
and while renewable energy offerings like this are good for the environment, they’re also a good 
investment for residents.  

“Natural Solar has designed packages specifically for our customers – more than 80 per cent of 
which are owner occupiers and 50 per cent of which are first home buyers – so they can save 
money and spend it on other things for their new home, knowing that they are contributing to a more 
sustainable future,” said Ms Hogan. 

For more information about the visit the website at www.naturalsolar.com.au/stockland-solar-
battery-offer or call 1300 619 605. 
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About Stockland: Stockland (ASX: SGP) was founded in 1952 and has grown to become Australia’s largest diversified property group – 

owning, developing and managing a large portfolio of shopping centres, residential communities, retirement living villages, office and 

industrial assets. Stockland is consistently recognised by the S&P Dow Jones Sustainability Indices (DJSI) as a global real estate leader, 

demonstrating world leadership across the areas of corporate governance, stakeholder engagement, climate strategy, social integration 

and regeneration and corporate citizenship. Stockland has been identified as a global leader for its actions and strategies in response to 

climate change and has been awarded a position on the Climate A List by CDP and recognised as the Regional Sector Leader for Diversified 

Property Companies on the Global Real Estate Sustainability Benchmark (GRESB). Stockland has also been recognised as an Employer 

of Choice for Gender Equality by the Australian Government’s Workplace Gender Equality Agency (WGEA). www.stockland.com.au

[1] Calc based off average Sydney elec price of 26.356c/kWh (AGL standard Ausgrid Tariff effective 1 July,2021), yr1 annual production
8968kWh, additional credit of $220 under Tesla Energy Plan. Max saving based on average elec price is $2583.61


